The Friedel theory of the screening of point defects in a metal [1] constitutes for metallic alloys an achievement comparable to that accomplished by Sommerfeld [2] for pure metals with the free electron gas obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics. In both cases quantum effects are essential.
The celebrated Friedel sum-rule :
relates the screening charge Z to the phase shifts ru produced by the defect potential in the spherical partial waves of orbital momentum f at the Fermi level EF of the conduction electrons of the metal, when represented by a free electron gas. This rule shows clearly how the electronic screening charge of an impurity atom B dissolved in an otherwise pure metal A builds up in order to restore locally more or less of its neutral atom character to the B element. This charge extends roughly to the atomic sphere of B but, simultaneously, the phase shifts produced in the different spherical components of the wave-functions result in an oscillating variation of the electron density p (r ) in the metal A, with an asymptotic behaviour at large distance r from B : where kF is the Fermi radius of the electron gas and q some average phase shift. This is basically a quantum effect related to the discontinuity of occupation of the electron states at
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphys:0198900500180263700 the Fermi level. It is then obvious that these Friedel oscillations of the electronic charge density must give rise to long range interactions between defects in a metal [3] . In the case of magnetic impurities, they lead to spin glasses [4] . [5] or the method of linearized « muffin-tin » orbitals in the atomic sphere approximation (LMTO-ASA) [6] . Numerous [7] . By increasing progressively the number of atomic shells included in a cluster treated self-consistently around the vanadium atom, he found that the electronic density stabilized itself rather rapidly inside the cluster while the oscillating charge density outside changed completely at each step.
Nevertheless, it seems possible to compute significant values for the interaction energy of defects even if the precise charge density at large distances cannot be calculated. Most [8] . Exchange and electron correlation effects are usually taken into account in the local density approximation through the Hedin-Lundqvist interpolation formula [9] . Accord- ing to the variational principle, given the electrostatic potential v of the nuclei, the ground state total energy of the electron-nuclei system is equal to the minimum value of some functional E, [p ] of the electronic density p (r), this value being obtained for the true selfconsistent electronic density. A slightly different density p', if close enough to p, will not change the total energy to first order and so can be used in a numerical calculation. This property has often been used in more or less equivalent forms for different applications, for instance the total energy and compressibility of homogeneous crystals [10] ; it underlies the Natta and Toulouse proof [11] made on an approximate tight-binding model that the interaction energy of two point defects in a metal must decrease according to the r-3 law at large distances ; this work was exploited later on in tight-binding models of dilute alloys involving transition metal impurities [12] .
The purpose of the present article is to derive a precise prescription for the ab-initio calculation of the interaction energy of two defects in a metal. For simplicity, the derivation will be formulated for the case of two « point defects » although the method is quite general and could be extended in an obvious way to many other cases such as, for insance, the interaction energy between an impurity atom and a surface. Exchange and correlation effects will be considered only in the local density approximation. to first order in ou.
To this approximation, the difference of the densities of states per unit of energy is :
be the total number of electrons up to energy e and let N' be the corresponding quantity for v' ; to first order in 5 v : and :
so that :
after integration by parts on E. Finally :
3. Interaction energy of two « points defects ».
As far as the rearrangement of charge due to the interaction of the defects is small, it seems reasonable to take as approximate density p' the density obtained by rigid superposition of the screening charges associated with each of the defects when alone in the metal. These screening charges must be computed self-consistently beforehand for the single defects. This is far less difficult than the direct self-consistent calculation of the electronic structure of the pair of defects.
Let p (r ) be the electron charge density in the pure metal, p 1 (r ) that of the metal containing the first defect alone at Rl, P 2 (r) that of the metal with the second defect alone at R2 and finally, let Pl, 2 (r) be the unknown self-consistent electron charge density when both defects are present in the metal. Let Zl be the screening charge associated with the first defect, Z2 that corresponding to the second defect. in which the last integral represents the Coulomb interaction of the two screening electron clouds which is counted twice in the one-electron part.
The one-electron integral can be written in terms of the Green operator G for the pure metal, and those corresponding respectively to V i , V2 and VI' 2. From the Dyson equation :
and similar relations with V2 and V 1", 2, one gets for two spin directions : so that : the determinant can be factorized in a way appropriate for numerical calculation.
Let us take for illustration the simple model of a single tight-binding band with two perfectly screened impurity atoms, one at the origin : RI = 0 and the second at R2 = R : all other matrix elements being zero. In this model, the corrective term disappears because the localized screening charges neutralize exactly the nuclear terms and one is left with the one-electron contribution :
In lowest order in perturbation, this gives :
In the limit of large R, with a free electron approximation for the dispersion law in the band : k being the electron wave vector and va, the atomic volume, one recovers the asymptotic behaviour of the linear response theory : with nat ( £F) being the density of electron states per atom and unit of energy. 4 . Discussion.
In the ideal case where each defect is perfectly screened in its own atomic cell, the Coulomb interaction of the screening clouds compensates the nuclear repulsive term in the atomic sphere approximation so that the corrective term disappears totally, except for high order multipolar terms which must be very small in compact crystalline structures. Eint is then given by the one electron contribution alone. It is clear in that case that the interaction energy results from the multiple scattering of the conduction electrons by the pair of screened, therefore neutral, defects and is not given by the product of the ionic charge of one of them in the Coulomb potential created by the other one on its site. A similar remark was already made by Caroli [13] for the coupling between the localized magnetic moments associated with two virtual bound states. One should not forget that the screened potential of an impurity atom is not weak in its own cell ; it may give rise to resonances or even substract bound states out of the conduction band ; only on the outside of this cell can it be considered as a small perturbation.
In many real cases, the defect is under-screened in its own atomic cell and the screening charge involves its neighbouring atoms. This is so, for instance, for vacancies in metals or metallic compounds such as FeAl [14] . The conduction electrons tunnel easily through the vacancies which in some cases can retain up to one electron charge which has to be borrowed from the neighbouring atoms. In such cases, the volume fi of the cluster to be treated selfconsistently must include at least the first nearest neighbour shell. When the defects are close enough so that their screening charges overlap, the corrective term becomes important. It is then essential that each individual cluster be neutral in order to avoid errors much larger than the correction itself.
In order to illustrate the influence of the overlap of the screening charges when no cut-off is made on the oscillations, we have calculated the Coulomb interaction energy correction ,6E(R) for two defects at a distance R apart, each defect being simulated by a hard-core pseudo-potential of radius a repelling exactly one electron in the « s » partial waves of a free electron gas (Fig. 1) . From inside a sphere of radius R. One sees that SE(R) becomes rapidly much smaller than V (R ) but in order to get a correct result when the two defects are but a few atomic distances apart, it is necessary to integrate up to about one hundred times the radius in which the right screening charge Q = -1 is obtained for the first time. Moreover, if one puts a cut-off on the radius of the sphere in which the screening charge Q (r) is taken into account, then the Fig. 1. -Coulomb correction to the interaction energy of two defects in a free electron gas, versus the distance separating these defects : a : radius of the hard-core pseudopotentials ; 6(7?) : screening charge inside a sphere of radius R for one defect (---) ; V (R ) : potential energy of one electron at a distance R of one screened defect (-----) ; SE(R) : total interaction energy correction for two screened defects separated by a distance R ( ) . The obvious conclusion is that the one-electron scattering potential and the correction for electron-electron interactions must be treated simultaneously and coherently with great care if one wants to get significant quantitative results from a numerical calculation.
